
1 6.6

2
3 6.7

4 6.8

5 6.9

6.1 6.10

6.2 USB: changes places with GK without referees permission

6.3 6.11

6.4 6.12

6.5 6.13 USB: Other

Jersey # Caution Code 
from chart above

Time of Game

Age <18

USB: plays the ball when leaving the field of play

OS #

Reporting Officials Name:

All Cautions are dealt with through Discipline By Review.  Normally a hearing is not required.  
A double yellow leading to a red is reported as a Dismissal only and is NOT reported here.

USB: goal celebration 

USB: makes unauthorized marks on field of play

USB: shows a lack of respect for the game

Name

Caution Summary-Add "A" to the code if infraction occurred during kicks from the penalty mark 
Player  Name

USB: commits a foul that stops a promising attack

USB: verbally distracts an opponent during play or at a restart

Persistent Infringement of the LOTG

Unsporting Behaviour (USB): attempts to deceive referee

USB: reckless foul

Delaying the restart of play 
Caution Codes-Add "A" to the code if infraction occurred during kicks from the penalty mark

Entering,/re-entering/leaving field of play without the referee's permission

Failing to respect required distance when play is restarted. 

USB: Denies obvious goal scoring opportunity with an attempt to play the 
ball when referee awards a penalty

USB: handles the ball in an attempt to score a goal or prevent a goal

USB: uses a deliberate trick to pass the ball (including from a free kick) to 
the goalkeeper to circumvent the Law

Ontario Soccer
Caution Report

Date of Game:

Dissent by word or action

Assistant 1
Assistant 2

OS #Team Name

Referee

4th Official

Game Number:
Home Team & Colour:
Away Team & Colour:
League/Competition: Division/Age Group:
Kickoff Time: Field/City:

(dd-mm-yyyy)
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